On NMR isotropic chemical shift surfaces of peptide models
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Abstract

Nuclear magnetic resonance isotropic chemical shift (ICS) surfaces have been generated for all the atoms of the central Ala residue of the peptide models For–(L–Ala)ₙ–NH₂, n = 1, 3, and 5, at the GIAO-B3LYP/TZ2P level at a grid of 10° in the backbone dihedral angles φ and ψ for n = 1 and at a grid of 30° for the larger models. The resulting periodic 3D ICS(φ, ψ) surfaces were fitted employing a number of suitable mathematical functions. A cosine expansion provided the most accurate and compact representation of the highly structured ICS surfaces. At 10th order, involving 66 coefficients, the mean errors in the ¹³Cα and ¹Hα ICS predictions for the For–L–Ala–NH₂ model are 0.33 and 0.034 ppm, respectively. Similar fitting residues were found for other nuclei, as well. The computed surfaces are compared to results corresponding to an experimental database. The changes in chemical shifts due to the increase in the model size are investigated in detail.
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1. Introduction

The important and almost unique role nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy plays in the determination of 3D structures of biomolecules, especially of proteins, is now firmly established. In recent years significant advances have been made both on the experimental [1–5] and theoretical [6–14] fronts, resulting in an improved understanding not only of the technique itself but also of the quality of the results obtained.

From a theoretical perspective, a particularly important challenge is to understand the dependence of NMR chemical shielding tensors on structural parameters. While, of course, this is also an overwhelmingly important problem for experimentalists, one has to realize (vide infra) that sufficiently detailed experimental data have been generated only for rather limited ranges of the Ramachandran map. First-principles investigation of suitable peptide models, focusing on the backbone dihedral angles φ and ψ and the side-chain angle χ (see Fig. 1 and Ref. [15] for definition of these angles) confirmed and extended [6–12, 16–23] experimental findings that these structural parameters are intimately related to the shielding properties of the backbone and Hα atoms, for which most of the experimental NMR chemical shift information is available.

To make any modeling study tractable and of practical relevance at the same time, it is usual to explore the shieldings or chemical shifts of smaller model compounds as a function of the dihedral angles φ and ψ. While surfaces depending on any other structural variable can also be generated straightforwardly from the results of the same computations, at the moment these do not seem to be of value for the practising NMR spectroscopist. It is also common practice to focus on isotropic chemical shifts (ICS), thereby neglecting the anisotropy of chemical shielding tensors, the intrinsic results of first-principles computations of NMR properties of nuclei. Understanding of the characteristics of (φ, ψ)-dependent ICS surfaces can be achieved either by focusing on only the most relevant (φ, ψ) regions supporting well-known conformational types [16], or by doing a full surface analysis [12,21–23]. Previously we [16–20] have followed the first route and found seemingly useful chemical shift—chemical shift correlations indicating that shifts from multidimensional NMR spectroscopy can provide directly for structure analysis. The second route, resulting in the availability of chemical shift surfaces constitutes an important step toward a deeper understanding of NMR determination of 3D structures of biomolecules though certain regions of such surfaces may be thought of as irrelevant. Naturally, it is worth exploring useful combinations of the two approaches.

Whether one follows basically the first or the second route, it is of utmost importance to determine which atoms change their shielding properties based on local changes in their environment, giving pronounced torsional dependence,
respectively. The dihedral angles \( \phi \) and \( \psi \) are defined as 
\[
\phi = C_\beta^{n-1} - NH - C^\alpha - C; \psi = NH - C^\alpha - C - N^{H_2}
\]
and which are affected the most by non-local effects, deteriorating the quality of simple modeling efforts. In particular, when the goal is to obtain \( ICS(\phi, \psi) \) surfaces, important effects limiting the modeling accuracy must be considered, namely capping and neighboring effects, primarily in case of atoms on the ‘edge’ of the peptide residue (such as NH and HN), dependence of the shifts on the \( \chi \) torsional angle, mostly affecting the shielding of the side-chain atoms (e.g. C\( _\beta \)) and the carbonil C (C\( ^\alpha \)), and the effects of inter- and intramolecular as well as inter- and intraresidual H-bonds. These effects can be explored and, in favorable cases, can be modeled [22].

While the accuracy of the computation of NMR chemical shifts at levels affordable for protein models cannot be considered fully satisfactory, our own studies [16–20], along with those of others [13,14,22] indicate reasonable precision, certainly sufficient for the present modeling study. Computations have several advantages.

Most importantly, they allow one to obtain information about not only regions of the potential energy surface (PES) which would be populated based on simple energy arguments (a considerable problem of computational studies is that energy surfaces of simple peptide models seem to be drastically different from those of larger models though, fortunately, they support the same structural types [16]) but about the whole surface including all conformers and conformations. The availability of more and more powerful and inexpensive computers allows ab initio computation of chemical shifts for larger and larger molecules, and also allows one to use larger basis sets and, perhaps in the near future, to incorporate electron correlation effects [20,24–26].

In this study we chose alanine (Ala) as our residue model since it offers several advantages: (a) it introduces no pronounced side-chain effects; (b) allows relative ease of computation, even of larger models; (c) larger models can be built straightforwardly without undue effort; and (d) when full surfaces are considered Ala serves as a good model of several residues. The last point should be true if the first-order effect of side-chain—backbone interactions is simply to force the residue to adopt a certain conformation but shieldings of most of the atoms is determined by their local environment, notably by the \( (\phi, \psi) \) angles.

The raw ab initio chemical shift data generated for the Ala models can be fitted to periodic functions of \( \phi, \psi \) (and perhaps \( \chi \)) in a number of ways [12,21,27] yielding \( ICS(\phi, \psi) \) surfaces. While tremendous amount of work has been devoted to fitting PESs [28–32] and dipole moment surfaces [30] of small molecules, there is comparatively little evidence about the best functional forms applicable to ICS surfaces. This aspect of the problem has been dealt with at considerable detail in Section 3 of the present study.

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N )th-order cosine series( ^a )</td>
<td>( ICS(\phi, \psi) = a + \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} \sum_{n-m}^{N-1} b_{nm} \cos(n\phi) \cos(m\psi) + d_{nm} \cos(n\phi) \cos(m\psi) + e_{nm} \sin(n\phi) \sin(m\psi) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2 \times N )th-order Fourier series( ^a )</td>
<td>( ICS(\phi, \psi) = a + \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} \sum_{n-m}^{N-1} b_{nm} \cos(n\phi) \cos(m\psi) + d_{nm} \cos(n\phi) \cos(m\psi) + e_{nm} \sin(n\phi) \sin(m\psi) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2 \times N )th-order Chebyshev polynomial( ^b )</td>
<td>( ICS(\phi, \psi) = a + \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} b_T(n, \phi) + c_T(n, \psi) + d_{nm} T(n, \phi) T(m, \psi) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )th-order sigmoid series( ^c )</td>
<td>( ICS(\phi, \psi) = a + \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} b_S(n, \phi) + c_S(n, \psi) + d_{nm} S(n, \phi) S(m, \psi) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) \( \phi = \phi \) scaled to [0, \( \pi \)] and \( \psi = \psi \) scaled to [0, \( \pi \)].

\( ^b \) \( T_2(x) = \cos(2x) \), \( \phi = \phi \) scaled to [-1, 1] and \( \psi = \psi \) scaled to [-1, 1].

\( ^c \) \( s_2(x) = x - 1 + \frac{2}{1 + \exp\left(-x(x+1-(1/(x(2\pi))))\right)} \), \( x = x \) scaled to [-1, 1], and \( s = s \) or \( s \).
2. Computational details

Peptide models containing alanine, in form of For–(Ala)–NH₂, n = 1, 3, 5 (Fig. 1), were built for exploring chemical shift surfaces. In order to generate the surfaces as a function of backbone dihedral angles φ and ψ, a 36 × 36 grid in the [−180°, 180°] conformational space has been used for the smallest model, For–Ala–NH₂. This unusually dense grid of 10^6 results in 1296 structures. The dihedral angles of the input structures were kept fixed while all the other geometrical parameters were optimized at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311+G* level using the program system Gaussian98 [33]. For the larger alanine models, For–(Ala)₃–NH₂ and For–(Ala)₅–NH₂, a 30° grid in φ and ψ was used for the dihedral angles of the amino acid residue in the middle of the structure, while the φ and ψ angles of the other residues were kept fixed at φ = −60° and ψ = −50°, as they were part of α-helices. Note that in case of the n = 3 and 5 models not all of the 144 points could be optimized to a realistic peptide fragment geometry, we excluded those structures from further analysis. Thus, for example, in case of For–(Ala)₃–NH₂ we obtained just 137 structures.

The B3LYP (Becke3–Lee–Yang–Parr) [34,35] functional of Density Functional Theory (DFT) and the Gauge-Including Atomic Orbital (GIAO) method [36,37], as implemented in Gaussian98 [33], were employed for computation of NMR shielding tensors at the structures resulting from the constrained optimizations. Since the importance of employing relatively large basis sets for NMR chemical shielding calculations is well established, we used a TZ2P [38] basis set, especially applicable for NMR chemical calculations. Relative chemical shifts (δ-scale) were calculated using ¹H and ¹³C isotopic chemical shielding values of tetramethylsilane (TMS), and ¹⁵N isotopic chemical shielding values of NH₃, as references. The reference geometry of NH₃ was optimized at the all-electron CCSD(T) aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory [39], while the reference geometry chosen for TMS corresponds to the B3LYP/6-311+G** level.

Given the large number of structures and shieldings to be handled, 1296 reference points for mono- and about 144 points for tri- and penta-Ala models, automatization of data
handling becomes mandatory. Therefore, we employed Python [40] scripts extensively for input generation, data handling, output testing, and data extraction. The large amount of data extracted was entered into a database for data mining. We used MySQL [41] for data storage, and a Python-MySQL interface for the seamless deposition and retrieval of data.

3. Surface fitting

In order to efficiently describe ICS as a function of geometric parameters, such as \( \psi \) and \( \phi \), it is necessary to construct an interpolating surface from the points corresponding to a given grid. Nevertheless, fitting of a periodic surface of complex shape, such as the ICS surfaces of all nuclei studied, is not a trivial task. Although generation of shielding surfaces was part of previous studies [12,21,27], no detailed description of the functions, the parameters, and the problems arising during the fitting seems to exist.

It is clear that certain function types (e.g. simple polynomial and rational functions) are not well suited for the task. This has also been born out of our own investigations. On the other hand, expansion in trigonometric series is highly suitable. In fact, of the many functional forms we tried the cosine series, the (multi-dimensional) Fourier series, the Chebyshev polynomials, and the sigmoid series proved to be the most suitable. These functions are given in detail in Table 1. One of the principal practical conclusions of this study is that all these approaches give approximately the same result using a comparable number of fitting parameters. Goodness of fit, \( r^2 \) [42], values larger than 0.95 can be achieved with cosine series of order 7 (and with larger orders), with sigmoid series of order 8 (and larger), with Chebyshev polynomials of order 8 (and larger), and with Fourier series of order 2 \( \times \) 4 (and larger). Nevertheless, the 10th-order cosine series appears as the best overall choice.

Due to the complex, non-symmetric dependence of chemical shifts on \( \psi \) and \( \phi \), incorporation of cross-terms in the expansion is essential. For example, for the otherwise well-fitted \( \delta^{(13\text{C}^\alpha)} \) surface the highest \( r^2 \) value at 10th order (41 parameters) is only 0.92 if the Fourier expansion lacks cross-terms. The importance of cross-terms can be clearly seen in Table 2, which contains the parameters of the best fitted surfaces, obtained using the 10th-order cosine series, for the \( ^{13}\text{C}^\beta, ^{13}\text{C}^\alpha, ^{13}\text{C}^\delta, ^{15}\text{N}, ^{1}\text{H}^\alpha, ^{1}\text{H}^\beta, ^{1}\text{H}^\delta \) nuclei. Note, in particular, how large some of the higher-order \( d_{nm} \) coefficients are.

The chemical shift surfaces of atoms \( ^{13}\text{C}^\alpha \) and \( ^{1}\text{H}^\alpha \) can be obtained with \( r^2 \equiv 0.99 \), the fitted chemical shift surfaces of \( ^{13}\text{C}^\beta, ^{13}\text{C}^\delta, ^{15}\text{N}, ^{1}\text{H}^\alpha \) are characterized by \( r^2 \equiv 0.97 \). The chemical shift surface of \( ^{13}\text{C}^\alpha \) can be fitted worst, the \( r^2 \) value obtained is only about 0.82. It seems that the more complex the expected non-local behavior is the more complex the ICS surface of that nucleus becomes, resulting in smaller \( r^2 \) values. Table 3 contains the average errors in the reproduction of chemical shifts of the nuclei discussed.

The \( r^2 \) value of the fit deteriorates if the data set contains outlying points seriously different from their neighbors. Instead of applying complex statistical measures for filtering out the troublesome points we used the following simple procedure on the raw data: if a given point differs from the arithmetic average of its neighboring points \((\psi_{z\pm0.1}, \phi_{z\pm0.1})\) by more than \( \varepsilon \) (e.g. 1.0 ppm in case of C\( ^\alpha \)), that point is dropped from the set to be fitted. Following this procedure, we dropped some 20 points in case of C\( ^\alpha \) for the For–Ala–NH\( _2 \) model. Since the full raw dataset contains 1296 points for this model, the slight decrease in the member of points results in no deterioration in the quality of the surface. The fit became slightly better after removal of these points, the lonely big residuals corresponding to the severely outlying points disappeared. Naturally, the fit still produces some (relatively) sizeable residuals. They correspond to small regions of complex shape even the best functional form employed has problems describing. Because all surfaces investigated possess rather complex shapes, this is acceptable.

In order to derive a smoothed surface from measured or calculated data, one can try simple smoothing formulas instead of explicitly fitting functions. Spera and Bax [27] as well as Le et al. [12] followed this route for constructing a surface based on their experimental data. Since the two formulas mentioned yield approximately the same surfaces, the results discussed below correspond to the very slightly

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \delta^{(13\text{C}^\alpha)} )</th>
<th>( \delta^{(1\text{H}^\alpha)} )</th>
<th>( \delta^{(13\text{C}^\beta)} )</th>
<th>( \delta^{(13\text{C}^\delta)} )</th>
<th>( \delta^{(15\text{N})} )</th>
<th>( \delta^{(1\text{H}^\beta)} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAD of residual</td>
<td>0.3331</td>
<td>0.0334</td>
<td>0.3393</td>
<td>0.6460</td>
<td>0.6636</td>
<td>0.0741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD of residual%</td>
<td>0.5735</td>
<td>0.7849</td>
<td>1.5381</td>
<td>0.3620</td>
<td>0.4349</td>
<td>1.5797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std of residuals</td>
<td>0.2878</td>
<td>0.0289</td>
<td>0.3223</td>
<td>0.5762</td>
<td>0.6499</td>
<td>0.0603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMD of residuals</td>
<td>1.8440</td>
<td>0.2441</td>
<td>3.3076</td>
<td>2.7257</td>
<td>5.5115</td>
<td>0.4224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The coefficients correspond to the function defined in Table 1. All values in ppm. Residual = ICS(\( \phi_i, \psi_i \))—directly computed chemical shift (\( \phi_i, \psi_i \)); residual% = (residual/calculated value) \( \times \) 100, MAD, mean absolute deviation.

Fitting employed the filtered data points (see text).

Std, standard deviation of values.

UMD, unsigned maximum deviation.
more favorable formula of Le et al., given as follows

\[
S(x,y) = \sum_i P_i(\phi_i, \psi_i) \exp\left(-\frac{\sin^2\left(\frac{\phi_i-\phi}{2}\right) + \sin^2\left(\frac{\psi_i-\psi}{2}\right)}{0.03}\right)
\]

where \(P_i(\phi_i, \psi_i)\) is the ICS given at the \(i\)th point, and the factor 0.03 was taken from Ref. [12].

Employing this smoothing function with the calculated \(^{13}\text{C}^\alpha\) chemical shifts for the For–(L-Ala)–NH\(_2\) model, with all values at the whole Ramachandran surface corresponding to a grid of \(10^7\), yield average deviations nearly as small as was found for the fitted surface.

Fig. 2. \(^{13}\text{C}^\alpha\) isotropic chemical shift surface of For–(L-Ala)–NH\(_2\). The 10th-order cosine fitting employed the full (A) and the filtered (B) set of computed data points.

Fig. 3. \(^1\text{H}^\alpha\) isotropic chemical shift surface of For–(L-Ala)–NH\(_2\).

Fig. 4. The relatively simple dependence of calculated \(^1\text{H}^\alpha\) isotropic chemical shifts of For–(L-Ala)–NH\(_2\) on the dihedral angle \(\phi\).

Fig. 5. \(^{13}\text{C}^\beta\) isotropic chemical shifts surface of For–(L-Ala)–NH\(_2\).
The ICS surfaces of all nuclei of interest resulting from the fitting procedure are given on Figs. 2–9. On these figures, the fitted function is represented as a surface as well as a contour plot. The balls of the figures represent the raw data points.

By closer inspection of the ICS surfaces, one can observe that the chemical shifts of $^1$H mainly depend on $\phi$. This dependence can be described with approximately the same functional forms for different dihedral angles $\psi$, the minimum of these 1D cuts through the surface occur around $\phi = 60^\circ$ (Fig. 4). The chemical shifts of $^{13}$C considerably depend on both $\phi$ and $\psi$, but when 1D cuts of the surface taken, the shape of these cuts is approximately the same for each $\delta(^{13}$C$^\beta) - \phi$ and $\delta(^{13}$C$^\beta) - \psi$ functions (Fig. 6).

**4. Calculated vs experimental shifts**

The fitted ICS surfaces of our For–(L-Ala)–NH$_2$ model can be tested against experimental chemical shift values. In a future publication we are planning to test the Z-surface method [12] employing our ICS surfaces. Nevertheless, for now we just simply test our best fitted...
functions against an experimental database. We obtained the experimental chemical shifts of Ala residues from Wishart’s re-referenced protein chemical shift database, RefDB [43] and from BMRB [44,45]. RefDB contains experimental chemical shifts for $^{13}$C$_a$, $^1$H$_a$, $^{13}$C$_b$, 1HN, and 15NH nuclei. Note, however, that not all data are available for all residues.

For the calculated surfaces the range of calculated $\Delta$($^{13}$C$_a$) shifts is 49.11–68.98 ppm, exhibiting a spread of 19.87 ppm with a standard deviation of 4.46 ppm. The experimental $\Delta$($^{13}$C$_a$) shifts are in the range of 48.06–63.69 ppm, a spread of 15.63 ppm with a standard deviation of 2.03 ppm. The larger computational spread and its larger standard deviation are due to the fact that the computed surface is complete over the $\varphi$, $\psi$ range while the experimental one is restricted basically to the smoother $\alpha_L$ (approx. 50% of data), $\beta_L$ (approx. 15% of data), and $\epsilon_L$ (approx. 15% of data) regions.

Using the best ICS surface for $^{13}$C$_a$, obtained with the 10th-order cosine series (Tables 1 and 2), the calculated $\Delta$($^{13}$C$_a$) values differ from the smoothed experimental ones by 2.19 ppm on average with a standard deviation of 1.11 ppm. The smoothed experimental surface was calculated with Eq. (1). The maximum difference was rather large, 11.58 ppm. Therefore, the computed results are not only shifted by a constant amount compared to the experimental ones but appear to be distributed somewhat randomly, most likely due to non-local effects present in the different proteins. Although the average deviation is only about 1/20th of the full range of available values, these sizable deviations limit our ability to predict chemical shift–dihedral angle correlations.

One possible contributing factor to deviations between our computed ICS surfaces and the experimental database is the short length of our model system. The For–Ala–NH$_2$ model is only able to model local effects, whereas the experimental dataset clearly contains shifts due to non-local interactions. Therefore, chemical shift values have also been generated for the relevant atoms of the middle residue of For–(Ala)$_n$–NH$_2$, $n = 3$ and 5. As can be seen in Table 4, the difference between the $n = 1$ and 3 models is relatively small. As far as the ‘edge’ atoms are concerned, where capping effects are most significant, the difference between chemical shifts of the two models is considerably larger. Especially pronounced is the large drop in the average

![Fig. 10. Dependence of computed $^{13}$C$_a$ isotropic chemical shifts on the model size ($\Delta^{13}$C$_a$(For–l-Ala–NH$_2$)–$^{13}$C$_a$(For–l-Ala)$_3$–NH$_2$)](image-url)
$\delta^1\text{H}^\text{N}$ value toward that in the BMRB database. For all nuclei the standard deviations of the differences between the For-Ala-NH$_2$ and For-(Ala)$_n$-NH$_2$ models are smaller than the standard deviations characteristic of the nuclei of either model.

Comparison of results for the For-(Ala)$_n$-NH$_2$ models, $n = 1, 3, 5$, in the most interesting $\alpha_L$ region shows that the chemical shifts of $^{13}\text{C}^\alpha$, $^1\text{H}^\alpha$, and $^{13}\text{C}^\beta$, in contrast to those of $^1\text{H}^\text{N}$ and $^{15}\text{NH}$, do not change considerably when the model is enlarged. The percentage error of calculated chemical shifts, compared to adequate experimental (RefDB) values, of these nuclei is below 20% in all models investigated. For these nuclei in the middle of the residue, capping effects are not particularly strong, making modeling...
studies for these nuclei meaningful and feasible. When the full surface is investigated, for the relatively buried Cα nucleus the 13Cα shift depends on the size of the model, as shown on Fig. 10. Dependence of the differences on the dihedral angles φ and ψ does not show any simple pattern. On the other hand, within any given region, for example for the αL region, the model size does not affect significantly the shape of the ICS surfaces. For all nuclei investigated the ICS surfaces change smoothly within the αL region, as shown on Fig. 11, and correlate well with the dihedral angles.

Deviation between calculated and experimental δ(1HN) and δ(15NH) values is substantial. The calculated chemical shifts of 1Hδ and 15N change substantially toward the experimental values when the model size is enlarged from For–Ala–NH2 to For–(Ala)3–NH2. Nevertheless, the change is small when the model is further enlarged to For–(Ala)5–NH2. This proves that in case of 1Hδ and 15N the capping effect causes the largest error in the computed chemical shifts. This observation is in line with our previous results [20] that not the lack of electron correlation causes the deviation between experiment and theory. Still, even in the larger models the percentage error in calculated chemical shifts of these nuclei as compared to experiment is larger than it is in the shifts of the nuclei in the middle of the residue. Note that H-bonding can cause substantial shifts in the δ(1H) and δ(15N) values. These H-bonds are often present in the peptides experimentally investigated, but not in our models. This could be one of the reasons for the larger computational error.

5. Conclusions

In this study isotropic NMR chemical shift (ICS) surfaces, computed at the TZ2P GIAO-B3LYPTZP level, have been presented for the 13Cα, 1Hα, 13Cβ, 13C0, 1HN, and 15NH nuclei of the central Ala residue of the peptide models For–(Ala)n–NH2, n = 1, 3, and 5.

In order to describe ICS as a function of geometric parameters, it is most efficient to construct an interpolating surface using the computed points. Several suitable mathematical functions have been investigated. Overall, a 10th-order cosine expansion turned out to be the best for fitting surfaces of such complex shape. As expected, it is necessary to involve cross-terms in the expansion. For all nuclei investigated, the 10th-order cosine expansion, with its 66 parameters, could efficiently describe the highly structured ICS surfaces with goodness of fit, r2, values of 0.97–0.99 for the 13Cα, 1Hα, 13Cβ, 1Hδ, and 15NH nuclei.

The effect of model size on chemical shifts and on the shape of the resulting surfaces was also investigated. Nuclei in the middle of a residue, namely Cα, Hα, and Cβ, experience rather small changes upon increase of model size, proving that capping effects are not significant for these nuclei. The change in chemical shifts is relatively large for the Hδ and NH nuclei. For these nuclei enlargement of the model brings the computed values into closer agreement with their experimental counterparts. Nevertheless, it is shown that the shape of the ICS surfaces within a given region is not affected significantly by the enlargement of the peptide model investigated.
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